Appendix B. Photographic Record

Installing anti-climbing guards at EP27-1. (Link 2)

Tower erection at EP36-1. (Link 2)
Guard structure installation on Lyons Valley Road near Tower EP24. (Link 2)
Clipping at Tower EP10. (Link 2)

69 kV pole near EP62A-1 completed. (Link 2)
Installing jumpers at Tower EP200-3. (Link 1)

Aircrane delivering pre-assembled tower piece at Tower EP83, Link 2.
OPGW pulling at Tower EP244, Link 1.

Installation of guard structures across Highway 67 near EP36. (Link 5)
Micropile drilling at EP10-2, Link 2.

Flying sock line at Tower EP200-3. (Link 1)
Guard pole installation over Carrizo Gorge Road, near Tower EP243. (Link 1)

Helicopter view of micropile drilling at Tower EP50 with Arroyo Toad exclusionary fencing around the site. (Link 2)
Aircrane “picking” a pre-assembled tower piece for Tower EP228.

Sagging at Tower CP31-2. (Link 5)
Wire pulling operations at transition structure CP88-1.

Conventional tower assembly at EP191. (Link 1)
Rock being crushed for Class 2 base and select fill. (Link 3)

Pulling wire between EP219-1 and EP220-1. (Link 1)
Conventional tower assembly at EP245-1. (Link 1)

Aircrane flying bridge to EP253-3. (Link 1)
Helicopter view of Sycamore Substation. (Link 5)

Flying sock line from EP255-2 pull site to EP269-1 pull site. (Link 1)
Conventional foundation activities at CP98-1. (Link 5)

Micropile drilling operations at CP61-1.
Wire stringing activities (through GE buffer) at EP42 and Barrett Construction Yard. (Link 2)

Wire stringing activities at CP100-1. (Link 5)
CP55 CP56-1 pull site grading activities. (Link 5)

Aircrane attempting to set top on tower EP 137.
Traffic control on USFS land along La Posta Road. (Link 2)

Panoramic view of Suncrest Substation. (Link 3)
Aircrane getting ready to pick a tower at Wilson Yard.

Aircrane setting bridge at CP107. (Link 5)
Brush clearing boulder busting crew at EP6-1 TSAP. (Link 2)

Aerial view of S2 Yard. (Link 1)
Micropile cap work at CP67-3. (Link 5)

Completed tower at CP75-1. (Link 5)
Access road grading to CP49-1 pull site. (Link 5)

Excavating bore pit at Alpine Creek.
Tower assembly at Sycamore Estates Yard. (Link 5)

Cable pulling at riser (transition) poles CP95-1 and CP96-1, Link 4.
Wire and snubs at EP322 EP323 pull site. Temporary mats have been removed. (Link 1)

Aerial view of McCain Valley Yard.
Forming blast walls between transformers at Suncrest Substation. (Link 3)

Steel assembly at Fromm Yard, Link 1.
Drilling snubs at the EP322 323 pull site.

Aerial view of micropile operation at CP72-2. (Link 5)
Grading of La Posta Road on USFS land. (Link 2)

Grading operations on access road to EP40-1. (Link 2)
Breaking boulders and site preparation work at EP261-1. (Link 1)

Skycrane kicking up dust while landing at Helix Construction Yard. (Link 5)
Example of gecko exclusionary fencing (installed at EP280-2). (Link 1)

Bell Bluff Truck Trail to the Substation Pad. (Link 3)
Guard structures near Evan Hewes Highway, Link 1.

Grading at EP269 pull site, Link 1.
K-Max helicopter leaving Sycamore Estates Yard. (Link 5)

Wood work for pouring concrete foundation at Encina Substation.
Tower assembly at CP19-1, Link 5.

Drilling and caisson hammering at EP240, Link 1.
Soil retention wall in the southern portion of the pad, Suncrest Substation, Link 3.

Installation of rebar at CP19-1, Link 5.
Trimming micropiles at EP 85-2, Link 2.

Erickson Sky Crane test flights at Plaster City Yard, Link 1.
Conventional tower assembly at EP211, Link 1.

Tower lift from Plaster City Yard, Link 1.
Culvert installation along BBTT, Suncrest Substation, Link 3.

Trenching at Rue Biarritz, 69 kV underground.
Block retaining wall along northern drainage, Link 3.

Grading occurring on the Loritz Property, Link 4.

Micropile grouting at Tower EP 81, Link 2.
Insulator installation at EP217, Link 1.

12 kV relocation along McCain Valley Road, Link 1.
Micropile grouting at EP 225 1, Link 1.

Concrete being poured at Vault 2L, Link 4.
North side of Interstate 8 jack-and-bore work, Link 4.

Micropile drilling at EP 225-1, Link 1.
Foundation pouring at EP 244, Link 1.

Foundation work at Imperial Valley Substation

Vegetation clearing at Suncrest Substation Pad.
Steel assembly at the Rough Acres Yard.

Completed White Star Communication Facility site.
Installation of capacitor bank at San Luis Rey Substation.

69 kV capacitor bank at South Bay Substation.
Wire delivery and environmental compliance at the Alpine Construction Yard.

Alpine RFO with Class II base installed and continued installation of modulars.
Rough Acres lodge and cabin complex.

Failed BMP along La Posta Road. (Link 2)
Dust suppression at JVR Yard.

Concrete block set in brush at EP114. (Link 2)
Vehicles parked on brush outside of the right-of-way near EP109. (Link 2)

Access road to EP58-2 closed due to USFS-related work shutdown.
Breached BMPs with sediment going offsite at CP70-3. (Link 5)

Crews covering foundations holes per the Mitigation Measures at EP219 pull site. (Link 1)
Acid wash application to soil nail wall. (Link 3)

BMPs at northern dissipater, post-rain event. (Link 3)
Fire incident at Suncrest Substation, Link 3. (Photo courtesy of Mark Merideth.)

Diesel fuel spill resulting from a dropped compressor unit, Link 1.
Dust from micropile drilling at EP312, Link 1.

Tower section that fell on June 10, 2011, Link 1.
Visual screening fence installed at Helix Yard under Variance #14.

Burned BMPs and garbage on access road to EP 84, Link 2.
Stormwater BMPs improved at the Bartlett-Hauser Yard, Link 2.

Installation of 12 kV pole at JVR on unreleased site, Link 1.
Construction yard wash station installation.

BMPs at Suncrest Substation during rain event.
Covering of equipment to deter bird nesting at SWAT Yard.

Two-striped garter snake killed on access road to Tower EP50. (Link 2)
Bird nesting deterrents installed on materials at Alpine Yard.

Signs marking the beginning of arroyo toad habitat, Link 2.
Construction of a sound wall at EP119. (Link 2)

Arroyo toad fencing installed along access road near EP65.
Juvenile San Diego coast horned lizard at Thing Valley Yard.

Installation of Arroyo Toad exclusionary fencing with gravel bags to prevent digging in ecologically sensitive areas. (Link 2)
GPS unit display in helicopter showing tracks to Helix Yard and avoidance of sensitive areas.
Acoustic blankets installed at Bauer Bridge, Link 4

Three owl chicks occupying nest in structure at San Luis Rey Substation.
Hydromulching at Rough Acres Yard. (Link 1)

Yard de-compaction at Fromm Yard. (Link 1)
Restoration grading at Wilson Yard. (Link 3)

Hydromulching and restoration at CP87 CP88 pull site. (Link 4)
Final road grading near EP96-N-A to EP99-2-N-B. (Link 2)

Restored area at CP49-1 pull site. (Link 5)
Hydromulching at EP116-3. (Link 2)

Jute installation along cut slopes at Suncrest Substation. (Link 3)
Final grading at Tower EP173-1. (Link 1)

Pull site at CP23 with slope restored and BMPs in place. (Link 5)
Hydromulch application to the lower section of Fromm Yard.

Hydromulching with green indicator ink along La Posta Road.
Hydromulching slopes on access road to Barrett Canyon Yard.

Permanent gate installation at EP126-1. (Link 2)